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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently there have been several papers on the A 1 pr system in the Veneziano model, 1' 20 and a few papers on using spurion techniques to obtain off-mass shell amplitudes from scalar n-point functions.''
The main defect in the former papers was the arbitrariness in deciding what a consistent minimal number of Beta functions really meant--without such definition any ratio of A1Pt coupling constants would be obtained.
The nain problem with the latter works were that the generalized N-point functions in the Vetieziano model deal with scalar mesons and have little connection with pions, and the concurrent problems of satisfying the Adler consistency conditions. In this paper we use an invariant amplitude decomposition for At icn where = 0' (zero mass pions) and where the Invariant Amplitudesare mutilated five-point functions for the reaction i -trir. Since the Axial Vector is conserved here, we are automatically guaranteed a conserved isovector pion form factor when we use the soft pion limit to generate our pion form factor. Thus if our rsiutilated five-point fuction satisfies the Adler condition on the mass shell of the A 1 and the A 1 daughters, we have a consistent theory.
We shall show presently how this comes about.
The most general form for the amplitude for a conserved Axial Current and three masssless pion containing no exotic resonances, and having crossing symmetry is A 23 = Tr 3 [(PfP 3 )j -P 13 ]A(s, t, P 1 )
We define all momentum as incoming,
The Axial Vector Current has momentum P 1 , isospin index 1 and the pions have momenta P 2 , P 3 , P and isospin indices 2, 3, -i-. The isöspin factor Tr l2 'r j 13 = 12 1 3 + 1324 -1423
guarantees no exotic resonances. The A(s,t, P 1 ) and B(s,t,P1 2 )
are to be multilated five-point functions for the process it -rct and will contain poles in s,t along the pf 0 trajectory and poles in P12 along the jt-A 1 trajectory. The terms which have poles in the s-t chaimel are
B)(s,t,P12) = B(s,t,P 12 ) -B(t,s,P12).
II • MODEL FOR THE INVARIANT AMPLITUDES
The five-point function for the process iC 05 is of the form 7 This function has poles in s,t,P 12, but also has poles in.the variables dual to a05 , i.e. a 5 and a02 . To obtain a function which just has poles in s,t,P 12 , we set a02 = 2 and '54 71 = • We thusmake the ansatz that:
So we have a theory with four parameters, a, b, The q•2 pole structure (2 P 12 ) of A(t,s,q2 ) is the following:
At q2 = j there are j. + 1 terms and; the residue of each term has the following asymptotic behavior: :
We also notice that only A has the pion pole since the residue at = 0 is symmetric in s and t. This is in agreement with our invariant amplitude decomposition.
.
ADLER CONSISTENCY CONDITION .
The Adler consistency conditions states that for the strong interaction processes tit -' itic, -icic, icA1 r -(where A 1 is the nth daughter on the ic-A 1 trajectory with spin-parity 1) if we set any of the pion four-momentum to zero, the amplitude must vanish.
The pion scatterixg amplitude is the coefficiert of P when we take the residue at P 12 = 0. We notice that the st pole terms are proportional to P1 .P3 and P 1 P2 . Thus for zero-mass pions we automatically satisfy the Adler condition for the ic-ic scattering.
amplitude. . .
The scatter,ng aap1itude for irA -it is e(p 1 ) T(s,t,u)
where
The relation m 2=n is due to the fact the irA 1 trajectory has slope 1 and passes through the origin.
We thus find that the scattering amplitude for A1(111r -itt is -1123
Res A(t,s,m 2 ) + (p1 p3 ) Res B(s,t,m2) gA + 3 (_m 2 Res A(s,t,m 2 ) -(p 1 p2 ) Res B)(s,t,m2)} + permutations . .
When P -0 s=t=0 and the above expression vanishes automatically. UCRL-19307 When P 3 -0 t = mn2, s=O, and weget the requirement Res A(t = m 2 , s=O, m 2 ) = 0. This requirement guarantees the Adler condition when P2 -0 also.
Since a is the p trajectory, and a(t)=t+.
(U) 21 The Adler point is t = rn. ,sO. Since in. = j, a(nu ) = j and 13(1+ m -a( s), 1 -a( t)) vanishes at a( t) .= j + a(s) = if m <'j -1, the only term that does not vanish automatically at the Adler point is the term
So by choosing 2 -= , this term also vanishes at the Adler point.
The result y = is just the difference in the intercepts of the two trajectories with which y and y 2 wereassociated in the fivepoint function.
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IV. STRONG INTERACTION ALITUDES FOR
In a rnassless pion theory we have that the pion scattering amplitude is defined as follows
= P 1 f Therefore we have 
(i6)
.2 Near the s channel p pole s m. and we obtain al32!i. (15) and (7) we obtain that the 1=1 scattering
i-a(t)+ ( -a(t) B(1-a(t), 2-a(s)} P 3 {b(mA2 s)[( -a(s) B(2-a(t), 1-a(s) -( -a(t)) B(1-a(t),2-a(s)
( -a(s) B(2-a(u), 1-a(s) -( -a(u) 13(i-a(u), 2-a(s)J 2.
-2mA 2 y2a6( 1 _a(s), i-a(t) + B(i-a(s), 1-a(u)) •
We notice the above expression is differe±it from those expressions found in the literature 1 ' 2 ' 3 in that we have terms like B(l-a(.$), 2-a(t)).
Hoiever ' t nonleading" terms f this form were absolutely necessary for parameterizing AiTr -Aft which also has the p pole. 9 So for a consistent answer to the question of the A 1 r system these terms should be present. (21) we obtain for the p pole contribution . . .
{P2, [,(u-t) GI G] _2P 3 G} .. . . . 
We see if we knew G and GD we could then determine b and
V. CURRENT ALGEBRA LOW ENERGY THEOREM AND THE PION ISOVECTOR FORM FACTOR
The soft pion theorem tells us
(25) Where F(P 1') is the pion form factor.
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Letting P3 --> 0 we obtain 2(512, -13)(p -P2)P12 A(P12, 0 1 P1 ) . 
From the Bateman manuscript 1.51 (12) we have
Therefore
(2
• Choosing 2 half integer gives us a form factor with poles along the p trajectory. Choosing 2 a integer = n gives us an n • pole form factor.
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The fit of Jengo and Remiddi, 10 to the proton, form factor suggests that 2 It is interesting to note that for = half integer F(q. ) has zeroes at q= 2 + -2 + 2 + ' If we set= , the form factor obtained would be siidlar to that obtained if we used a field current identity for the Axial Current, and related A'it -tit to the Veneziano amplitudes for irt icir, and 
